
Take back control and stay one step ahead 
VERICUT Force revolutionizes NC program optimization – interview with Gavin Powell 
VERICUT Force is new and is leading the way. The physics based software module for NC program 
optimization analyzes and optimizes cutting conditions during the entire NC program 
operation.  Taking into consideration the respective material, cutting tools and the machining 
conditions, VERICUT Force generates the maximum reliable feed.  Current users see it as one of the 
best tools in the world of machining in terms of effectiveness and usability.  Gavin Powell, Technical 
Director at CGTech Ltd. comments on VERICUT Force in an interview. 
 

What is Force? 
Gavin Powell:  
VERICUT Force is a physics-based NC program 
optimization software module that analyzes and 
optimizes cutting conditions throughout NC program 
operations. 
 
Why use Force? 
Gavin Powell:  
It is by far the best optimization solution on the market. 
Force makes the most effective NC program for the 
given material, cutting tool, and machining conditions. 
The results are significant time savings, and improved 
cutting tool and machine life. Machining improvements 
are a balance between tool life and speed. Force 
optimization provides the flexibility to tip the scales to 
match your machining goals. 
How can these benefits help my machine shop? 
Gavin Powell:  
The benefits of Force are - better cutting tool and 
machine performance, enabling increased capacity 
without adding another machine and have greater 
confidence when running lights-out machining that high 
tool load spikes will not break and tool and scrap a part. 

Improved part finishes and of course better and more consistent tool life are other main benefits, all this 
ensures reduced cycle times, faster delivery and improved margins – ultimately making you more 
competitive. 

 
How can I calculate my expected savings? 
Gavin Powell: 
Most users see a return on their investment in just 3-6 months. Some of our customers have paid for 
VERICUT Force on their first optimized project. We have a handy Force Calculator on our website so you 
can estimate for yourself what Force could save you. 
 
How does Force make my parts cut faster? 
Gavin Powell: 
VERICUT Force maximizes the chip thickness, keeps it constant, matches the cutting conditions to the 
cutting tools performance parameters all while protecting the cutting from excessive Force, feed rates, 
spindle power requirements. 
  

https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cgtech.co.uk%2Fforce-calculator&data=02%7C01%7CJuliette%40gtma.co.uk%7Ce3db74ab9b854a21565c08d7b06e6b03%7Cf8ddf9b9002e42448e69f00402404faa%7C0%7C0%7C637171860668050012&sdata=WpA4GpvxGGPrDL7qsWsy2jRu6XQsK9szZtlNvmiSHrs%3D&reserved=0


How easy is Force to setup and use? 
Gavin Powell: 
Easier than any other type of NC program optimization process. User knowledge or software tests 
are not necessary. Force can optimize every material, on any milling or turning machine tool, with 
any cutting tool, using any NC program – whether it’s newly created or old. We have successfully 
Force optimized many parts improving them further after they had already been optimized by other 
methods.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Does Force overwrite the existing NC program 
Gavin Powell: 
No. it creates a new separate file with a “.opti” extension. Force has a feature to display the original and 
opti. file side by side.  With the Force graphs you can see things like cutting conditions, excessive forces, 
machining rates, power/torque, chip thickness, material removal, tool deflections and feeds for the 
original and optimized program. 

 
CGTech will be demonstrating VERICUT Force at MACH between 20th – 24th April on stand 17-
320.  For more information visit: https://www.cgtech.co.uk/products/product-line/92-force.html 
 

https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cgtech.co.uk%2Fproducts%2Fproduct-line%2F92-force.html&data=02%7C01%7CJuliette%40gtma.co.uk%7Ce3db74ab9b854a21565c08d7b06e6b03%7Cf8ddf9b9002e42448e69f00402404faa%7C0%7C0%7C637171860668050012&sdata=UeWMOBIK6kYA1DNP3onx8LGdW1tltT7Ki3ilOSVNG6A%3D&reserved=0

